Dinosaur tail

Designed and made by Jess Entwistle
for Lewis and Irene
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DINOSAUR TAIL
FINISHED SIZE

71/2 x 24 in (19x61cm)

FABRIC USED

Main fabric – 3/4yd (3/4m)
• A303.3 Land dinos on grey green
Spike fabric – 1/4yd (1/4m)
• A304.3 Dark sand ammonites

OTHER KIT

Stuffing
Velcro hook and loop tape – 6in (15cm)
Paper for circle template
Matching sewing thread
Erasable fabric pen
Basic sewing kit
Use a 3/8in (1cm) seam allowance.

WAIST WORKINGS OUT

The tail is made to fit the recipient, with some give as
it’s fastened with Velcro. You will need to measure the
waistband of the recipient, or check age appropriate
sizing charts to get an idea. The tail round end is 71/2in
(19cm) wide once sewn together. Your waistband has
an overlap of 7in (18cm) (which includes the Velcro).
Our tail fits our 9-year-old who has a 24in (61cm) waist.
24in – 71/2in leaves 161/2in (42cm) for the ties to cover
around the waist. Divide this figure in half and add 31/2in
(9cm) - half the overlap number - which gives us 113/4in

(30cm) which is the length of each tie once sown in. Add
a seam allowance for each short end – 6/8in (2cm) in total.
Therefore, our two ties are cut to 121/2in (32cm) long
each. In short, each tie needs to be the width of your
waist minus 71/2in (19cm); divide the remainder by two,
add 41/4in (11cm) for overlap and seam allowance. Each
strap needs to be cut 8in (20cm) wide.

CUTTING OUT

• Paper – create a circle 81/4in (21cm) wide
• Main fabric – cut two 121/2x24in (32x61cm), cut an 81/4in
(21cm) circle using the paper template, cut two 8x121/2in
(20x32cm)
• Spike fabric – cut two 4x231/2in (10x60cm)

MAKING YOUR TAIL MAIN BODY

1. Place your two main fabric pieces right sides (RS)
facing. Mark 2in (5cm) in from the left short side along
both the top and bottom long edges. Mark 21/2in (61/2cm)
up from the bottom right corner along the right short
side. Mark 11/2in (4cm) up from the 21/2in mark. Cut away
the fabric from the bottom long edge 2in (5cm) mark
up to the right short edge 21/2in (61/2cm) mark. Cut away
the fabric from the top long edge 2in (5cm) mark down
to the right short edge 11/2in (4cm) mark above the 21/2in
(61/2cm) mark. This creates a mirror pair for your tail main
body. 1
2. Take one of your spike fabric strips and draw your
spike design on the wrong side (WS). Your spikes need to
have a 3/8in (1cm) seam allowance at the bottom and start
about 1in (21/2cm) in from each short edge. Our spikes are
in decreasing size, starting with a spike 4in (10cm) tall by
4in (10cm wide), and finishing with a spike 11/2in (4cm)
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tall by 11/2in (4cm) wide. Leave a 3/8in (1cm) gap between
each spike.
3. Place your drawn spike design above the top diagonal
edge of your tail fabric to check it works ok. Redraw if
necessary. 2
4. Once you’re happy with the design place the strip RS
together with your second spike fabric strip and sew
around the spikes along the marked lines. Trim off the
fabric close to the seam, clip corners. Turn RS out, push
out spikes and press; then stuff each spike with stuffing
and stay stitch along the bottom along the 3/8in (1cm)
seam allowance to hold the stuffing in place. 3 4
5. Place the spikes RS facing one of your tail pieces,
aligning raw top edges and stay stitch in place. You may
find this easier with a zip foot. 5
6. Pin your second tail piece RS facing your spiked tail
piece and pin all the way around. Leave a turning gap
along the bottom diagonal tail edge, then sew all the way
around leaving the straight short side where your circle
is attached unsewn. Sew just over your 3/8in (1cm) seam
allowance along the spiked side to enclose your sewn
gaps on your spike fabric so only the spikes show on the
RS of the tail. 6

ADDING YOUR STRAPS AND CIRCLE BASE

1. Take one of your strap pieces and fold it in half RS
together across its 8in (20cm) width. Pin, then sew
around one short edge and the long side. Trim corners
then turn RS out, pushing out the corners and press.
Fold the strap in half again to create a strap 13/4in (41/2cm)
wide. Press, then topstitch around the 3 sewn sides.
2. Mark 1/2in (11/2cm) in from the sewn short edge. Pin,
then sew your Velcro loop tape to the strap with the

Velcro central on the strap and one short end lined up
with the marked line. Repeat for the Velcro hook tape. 7
3. Mark the quarter circle points on your tail end - the
two seams are two of the quarter points.
4. Turn your tail RS out. Place it on a table so that the tail
spikes are central and on top. Mark the middle point on
the raw edges of both your straps. Take your Velcro hook
(the rougher scratchy strip) and line up the straps middle
marked point with the quarter point to the right of your
tail spikes. The Velcro side of the strip needs to be RS up
on top of your tail (so you can see it). Pin, then stay stitch
the strap in place. Take your Velcro loop (softer fuzzy
strip) and repeat steps to sew it to your quarter point to
the left of your tail spikes. This time the Velcro side needs
to be RS facing your tail main body. 8
5. Turn your tail body WS out. Mark the quarter points
on the WS of your circle by folding the circle in half, then
in half again. 9
6. Snip all the way around your tail body raw edge within
the 3/8in (1cm) seam allowance. This makes it easier to
join the base to the body. Pin the base to the tail body
matching all quarter marks. Sew together. 10 11
7. Turn RS out through the turning gap and press. Stuff
thoroughly with stuffing. Close the turning gap with a
small ladder stitch to finish. 12
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